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ABSTRACT 

An information handling method includes constructing 
aggregates for a case set, computing aggregates from 
detailed in-memory data that is dynamically cached, and 
iteratively mining data during an entity transaction to de?ne 
neW aggregates and re?ne existing aggregates based on 
entity responses. The aggregates are de?ned and re?ned 
using a Wizard. 
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WIZARD FOR USAGE IN REAL-TIME 
AGGREGATION AND SCORING IN AN 
INFORMATION HANDLING SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

[0001] The present application is related to the subject 
matter disclosed in the co-pending United States patent 
application entitled “REAL-TIME AGGREGATION AND 
SCORING IN AN INFORMATION HANDLING SYS 
TEM”, docket number 200313119-1, naming Steven R. 
Carr, Venkatakrishnan MuthusWany, Tudor Har, and Philip 
R. Bosinoff and ?led on even day hereWith. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Data mining tools are used to identify behavioral 
propensities of entities in a population, for eXample to 
predict product success in a particular locality, to determine 
Whether a speci?c customer is likely to respond favorably to 
an offer, or to alert an of?cial to the possibility of engage 
ment in fraudulent activity. Data mining tools base predic 
tions on a common set of attributes obtained for each entity 
in a sample. Many attributes are aggregated statistics gen 
erated from past behavior of the entity. 

[0003] The data mine is populated With a case set 
extracted and transformed from an operational data store. 
The case set commonly contains one roW per entity. One 
column of the case set, called the goal attribute, represents 
an outcome to be predicted. Other columns of the case set 
are predictor attributes derived from various tables in the 
data store. Many of predictor attributes are aggregated from 
multiple distinct events, both historical and current. The case 
set is built from a random sample of entities, for eXample 
customers, for Whom the outcome of prediction is knoWn 
previously. 

[0004] Before building the case set, data is pro?led, an 
action that helps to identify potential predictor attributes. 
The data is sampled and transformed to build a case set. 
Some of the potential predictor attributes are generated by 
aggregates and extracted from the production data to pro 
duce an output, a single relation con?gured as one roW per 
entity and a ?Xed number of columns, Which is inserted into 
the data mine. 

[0005] After loading of the case set into the data mine, 
data mining tools such as Enterprise MinerTM from SAS 
Institute of Cary, NC, are used to build prediction models 
for each behavior to be identi?ed or predicted. 

[0006] Models are applied back to the production envi 
ronment by scoring each of the customers in the production 
database. The same aggregates used in the previous mining 
operation are generated for the individual entities during the 
scoring process. A score, or probability, is produced from 
each model. The purpose of data mining is ful?lled When the 
scores are used to in?uence an interaction With the entity. 

[0007] In traditional applications of data mining, the 
aggregates are regenerated and scored for each entity as part 
of a batch process. Scores are recorded in the production 
database. The scores are not used, hoWever, until the neXt 
interaction With the entity, for eXample When a customer 
phones or visits a store or Web site, a time When the scores 
may not re?ect signi?cant recent behavior. 
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SUMMARY 

[0008] In accordance With an embodiment of the disclosed 
system, an information handling method includes construct 
ing aggregates for a case set, computing aggregates from 
detailed in-memory data that is dynamically cached, and 
iteratively mining data during an entity transaction to de?ne 
neW aggregates and re?ne eXisting aggregates based on 
entity responses. The aggregates are de?ned and re?ned 
using a WiZard. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] Embodiments of the invention relating to both 
structure and method of operation, may best be understood 
by referring to the folloWing description and accompanying 
draWings. 
[0010] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an 
embodiment of an information handling system that can be 
used for Zero Latency Enterprise (ZLE) applications and 
data mining. 

[0011] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram shoWing an 
embodiment of a recommender With an offer manager for 
usage With a scoring engine and aggregation engine. 

[0012] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram depicting an 
embodiment of a recommender that includes a rules engine 
in combination With the scoring engine and aggregation 
engine. 
[0013] FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram that illustrates 
an embodiment of a recommender including a recommender 
server capable of reading scoring models, aggregate de?ni 
tions from database tables, and metadata. 

[0014] FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing an embodiment of 
an information handling method that can be used in a data 
mining application. 
[0015] FIG. 6 is a How chart depicting an embodiment of 
an information handling method that can be used in a system 
With a data mining capability. 

[0016] FIG. 7 is a How chart shoWing another embodi 
ment of an information handling method. 

[0017] FIG. 8 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment 
of a method of creating simple aggregates using a simple 
aggregate WiZard. 

[0018] FIGS. 9A through 9F are pictorial vieWs shoWing 
display screens that can be generated in an eXample of an 
entry session using an embodiment of a simple aggregate 
WiZard. 

[0019] FIGS. 10A, 10B, 10C, and 10D are schematic 
Universal Modeling Language (UML) diagrams that illus 
trate an embodiment of Aggregate and AbstractAggregate 
Factory class representations. 

[0020] FIGS. 11A through 11C are pictorial vieWs shoW 
ing display screens that can be generated in an eXample of 
an entry session and shoWing conversion methods. 

[0021] FIG. 12 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment 
of an information handling method for generating aggregate 
objects. 
[0022] FIGS. 13A and 13B are pictorial vieWs shoW 
display screens that can be generated in an eXample of an 
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entry session in an Aggregation Wizard embodiment 
enabling construction of custom functions. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0023] Traditional data mining tools utilize batch data, 
Which is by nature out of date. To use data mining effectively 
in a real-time environment, scoring of entities should be 
made in real-time, using aggregates computed in real time, 
and make recommendations based upon the real-time scores. 
What is also desired is a capability to modify scoring models 
and rules as more is discovered about the entities. 

[0024] Referring to FIG. 1, a schematic block diagram 
illustrates an embodiment of an information handling system 
100 that can be used for Zero Latency Enterprise (ZLE) 
applications and data mining. The ZLE frameWork is sup 
ported by HeWlett Packard Company of Palo Alto, Calif. The 
information handling system 100 includes a recommender 
102. The recommender 102 is a functional computation 
engine con?gured to enable real-time aggregation and real 
time scoring. In an illustrative embodiment, the recom 
mender is a black-box application frameWork for deploying 
custom systems that perform real-time scoring and imple 
mentation of business rules. Typical uses of the Recom 
mender are to make personaliZed offers and to advise of 
attempts to commit fraud. 

[0025] The recommender 102 comprises an aggregation 
engine capable of computing aggregates in real-time from 
in-memory data that is dynamically cached during a session 
With an entity. 

[0026] The information handling system 100 includes an 
interaction manager 104, a component that ef?ciently caches 
detailed entity data during interactive sessions, forWards the 
information to the recommender to personaliZe the session, 
and make offers. The entity data is supplied during interac 
tive sessions via one or more entity interfaces 116. In a 
common application, the entities can be customers Who 
supply information relating to commercial transactions and 
inquiries. In various applications, the entities can be any sort 
of entity including persons, corporations, organiZations, 
government agencies, and the like. In an illustrative embodi 
ment, the recommender 102 and interaction manager 104 are 
supplied by HeWlett Packard Company of Palo Alto, Calif. 
HeWlett Packard Company also has a ZLE Development 
Kit, familiarly knoWn as the ZDK, used by HP professional 
services and partners to build custom ZLE applications that 
run on a NonStop Server platform 110. The NonStop Server 
platform serves as an information base that stores, for 
eXample, deployed models 108, customer data 112, and 
interaction data 114. 

[0027] Among the application templates in the ZDK, tWo 
are highly useful in the real-time application of data mining. 
The recommender 102 hosts business rules 106 that are 
implemented in a rules engine and makes the offers. The 
business rules 106 may utiliZe scores obtained from mining 
models 108. A speci?c eXample uses a BlaZe Advisor rules 
engine, Which can supply offers based on business rules that 
are Written and tested in BlaZe Advisor Builder. BlaZe 
Advisor can be licensed from Fair Isaac Corporation of San 
Rafael, Calif. BlaZe Advisor is incorporated into the recom 
mender by adding appropriate JavaTM Archive (JAR) format 
?les obtained from Fair Isaac to the recommender class path. 
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[0028] The recommender 102 returns offers based upon 
information supplied by an interaction manager 104. The 
illustrative recommender 102 has multiple component 
engines that derive offers from the input data. The engines 
Work in various combinations and use business rules 106 
and/or data mining models 108 to derive the offers. 

[0029] The scoring engine scores information using data 
mining models built using a data mining engine 118 and 
aggregates 124 in the data mine 120 creating models 122 in 
the data mine 120. One suitable data mining engine 118 is 
SAS Enterprise MinerTM. Models generated by SAS Enter 
prise Miner are deployed to the NonStop SQL database 
using Genus Deployment Tool 126 from Genus SoftWare, 
Inc. of Cupertino, Calif. The scores can be used Within the 
BlaZe Advisor business rules, as one criterion for making an 
offer. Usage of data mining models Within business rules is 
not mandatory. Data is prepared on the NonStop Platform 
110 using data preparation tools 128 and moved from the 
NonStop Platform 110 to the data mine 120 using the 
transfer tools 128. Data can be deployed from the data mine 
120 to the NonStop Platform 110 using a model deployment 
tool 126. 

[0030] Referring to FIG. 2, a schematic block diagram 
illustrates an embodiment of a recommender 200 that can be 
used in an information handling system. The recommender 
200 comprises a scoring engine 202 capable of scoring 
information using at least one data mining model that 
derives scores from aggregated data, an offer manager 204 
capable of mapping scores to offers based on entered con 
?guration information, and an aggregation engine 206. The 
aggregation engine 206 computes user-de?ned aggregates 
dynamically for real-time scoring by the scoring engine 202. 

[0031] The aggregation engine 206 utiliZes aggregates that 
have been rede?ned Without recoding. The aggregation 
engine 206 can compute simple aggregates and compute 
compound aggregates from one or more component aggre 
gates according to speci?cations that are ?eXibly de?ned 
using an aggregation WiZard interface. In some embodi 
ments or applications, the WiZard operates as a user interface 
that exposes entity data through a user-Written Interface 
Device Language (IDL), the IDL de?ning a conteXt object 
containing the input data including record-sets, singular 
records, and scalar elements. 

[0032] In the illustrative embodiment, the scoring engine 
202, offer manager 204, and aggregation engine 206 operate 
in combination as a recommender server 214. Various 
engines in the recommender 200 personaliZe transactions by 
applying information such as business rules, offer tables 
208, aggregate de?nitions 210, and prediction models 212 
against cached data from the entity 216. 

[0033] The recommender 200 can operate Within an itera 
tive process that tracks correlations discovered in data 
mining, applies a prediction model to the correlations to 
determine results, aggregates the results, and data mines the 
results to identify neW aggregates and re?ne eXisting aggre 
gates. 

[0034] In some embodiments, the recommender 200 can 
also include the offer manager 204. The offer manager 204 
uses criteria entered into a table to select offers based upon 
scores from various mining models. The offer manager 204 
selects a best offer or offers from a speci?ed group of offers, 




























